
The stabilized ultra-violet, high impact, high density polyethyl-
ene material of this marker has excellent color retention, cold
weather properties and no cutaway sections to weaken its
strength. A full 360-degree construction. The standard and
popular 1.5-inch diameter marker in high visibility yellow or
orange provides increased visibility in areas where protection is
needed. Also available in gray for a more inconspicuous
application.

A unique strand trapping design has been added to the security
of a concealed pigtail and a self-locking nylon strap. The guy
strand passes easily in one direction only.  .  .  .into the marker.
Easy to install; tough to remove. Simply snap the marker over
the guy and lock it in place with the self-locking nylon strap and
pigtail.

Full-Round Guy Markers
Standard 1.5-inch diameter

*Cat. No. C079-0263. Reflective 10-in. long bright orange strip 2 ft. from top of yellow marker for greater visibility. Ideal for
heavy snow areas and also for recreational ATV-use areas.

Catalog Number
Gray

84FRPM-GRY
96FRPM-GRY

Orange
84FRPM-ORG
96FRPM-ORG

Yellow
84FRPM-YEL

96FRPM-YEL (1)
84FRPMR-YEL*
96FRPMR-YEL*

Dimensions
Length

84"
96"
84"
96"

Dia.
1.5"
1.5"
1.5"
1.5"

Strand Range
3/16" thru 1/2"
3/16" thru 1/2"
3/16" thru 1/2"
3/16" thru 1/2"

Std.
Pkg.
20
20
20
20

Wt. Per
100 (Pcs.)

105 lb.
120 lb.
105 lb.
120 lb.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Secure self-locking nylon
strap.

Apply pigtail by wrapping
around guy.

®

GUY MARKERS

(1) 96FRPM can be ordered without pig-tail,
use cat. no. T079-0206.

*RUS Listed

http://waterheatertimer.org/Names-of-parts-on-electric-pole.html
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Full-Round Guy Markers
21⁄2-inch diameter

This 21⁄2-inch diameter marker comes in high visibility yellow. Made of high
density polyethylene with superior color retention and rugged cold weather
properties for vandal and minor accident resistance.

Easy to install but difficult for a vandal to remove. Marker snaps over the
guy and locks in place with the self-locking nylon strap and pigtail.

This marker will cover a three-bolt suspension clamp and anchor rod to
allow full coverage to the ground.

Catalog
Number

T079-0228

Color

Yellow
Length

96"
Dia.
 21⁄2"

Dimensions
Strand
Range

 3/16" thru 1/2"

Std.
Pkg.

 9

Wt. Per
100 (Pcs.)

240 lb.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Half-Round Guy Markers
2 & 3-inch diameters

These versatile and large-width plastic markers offer improved color
retention and excellent impact resistance. They are available in bright
yellow, orange or gray. They won’t become brittle in cold weather. These
markers attach to any 3/16 to 3/4-inch guy strand, and will cover completely
from the ground level upwards.

Clamps are located at top, middle and lower end of the marker. Each
marker is furnished with a one-bolt hardware clamp at  the lower end to fit
all types of guy attachments and two one-bolt strand clamps for the middle
and top end that adapt to fit the guy strand.

Guy marker covers three-bolt suspension clamp and
anchor rod to allow full coverage to the ground.

Convertible strand clamp Hardware clamp

Catalog Number
Yellow

84PBG-2Y
 *96PBG-2Y

84PBG-3Y
96PGB-3Y

Orange
84PBG-2ORG

*96PBG-2ORG

96PBG-3ORG

Gray
84PBG-2

*96PBG-2

96PBG-3

Dimensions
Length

84"
96"
84"
96"

Dia.
2"
2"
3"
3"

Strand Range
3/16" thru 3/4"
3/16" thru 3/4"
3/16" thru 3/4"
3/16" thru 3/4"

Std.
Pkg.
12
12
6
6

Wt. Per
100 (Pcs.)

166 lb.
175 lb.
185 lb.
216 lb.

*RUS Listed

ORDERING INFORMATION
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